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1 - Course Description
This course provides an introduction to rural communities and how they differ from urban communities. Rural and urban comparisons will be introduced from sociological, infrastructure, political, and health services perspectives.

2 - Course Objectives
The learning objectives of this course are for students to:

- Understand rural communities from a variety of perspectives, and how rural communities are defined and how they define themselves
- Understand the health of the rural population
- Understand how the social determinants of health affect people living in rural communities
- Understand the most important issues in rural health care and the policies and approaches that can address these issues successfully
- Understand the roles of various levels of government, federal, provincial and municipal to deliver service programs to rural communities

3 - Texts
There is no required textbook to purchase. Links to all the course materials are provided in this course outline. You are responsible for accessing the materials.

4 – Course conduct
It is expected that students will be considerate of their colleagues and the instructor. Students are reminded to keep any noise and disruption to an absolute minimum in class, and to use email judiciously and not frivolously. Cell phone, MSN, email or internet use in the classroom is strictly prohibited.

5 - Course Evaluation
Students’ academic performance will be assessed in the following ways:
### A. 10 short summaries (20%)

Students are expected to prepare for every class by reading the week-by-week materials. For any 10 of the classes in the term (one per week) write a 150-200 word summary of what you have learned from the readings. Reports must be submitted prior to discussion in class.

Each report should contain:
- A. 2 or 3 important concepts in the readings
- B. 2 or 3 important statistics in the readings
- C. 1 or 2 significant questions the readings prompted you to think about

You do not need to reference the content but the summaries must be typed (12 point font) with your name and the date at the top of the page.

A hard copy of each of your 10 summaries is due by 3:30 pm in the class the material will be discussed. No summaries will be accepted after 3:30 pm, and no electronic copies of your summary will be accepted.

Each summary will be graded on a pass/fail basis, with each summary worth 2.0%, totalling up to 20% of the final grade. The graded summaries will be returned, and students should keep the graded copy. These weekly summaries, along with your own notes from the readings and from the weekly discussions in class, should be a help as you prepare for the exams.

### B. Mid Term examination (40%)

There will be a mid-term examination covering the material in the course to date. It will consist of multiple choice and short essay questions.

### C. Final examination (40%)

There will be a final examination covering the material in the course after the mid term. It will consist of multiple choice.

### 6 - General rules and guidelines for assignments

Misrepresenting the work of others as your own constitutes academic dishonesty and is a punishable offence in the University. Suspected academic dishonesty will be investigated and, if found, disciplinary action will be taken. Make sure you know what plagiarism is and what your obligations are.

Review Beware! Says Who? Avoiding Plagiarism, a York University guide to plagiarism, based upon similar pamphlets from the University of Ottawa. The guide contains very helpful discussions of what plagiarism is, what leads students to plagiarize, good practices to help prevent plagiarism, and sources that do not have to be referenced. The guide also provides examples of what is acceptable and what is not acceptable.
In addition to handing in a hard copy of the short summaries, you may be required to submit them to TurnItIn.com through WebCT by the same date each assignment is due. Turnitin.com provides information to instructors about textual similarity of a student’s paper with other papers and internet sources. Turnitin.com uses commercial plagiarism detection software under license to the University for the detection of plagiarism. All papers submitted for such checking will be included as source documents in the reference database for the purpose of detecting plagiarism of papers subsequently submitted to the system. Use of the service is subject to the licensing agreement, currently between The University of Western Ontario and Turnitin.com (http://www.turnitin.com).

Grading of assignments
Written assignments will be graded using the following criteria:

1. Content
   a. All three elements present

2. Style
   a. Good sentence structure and fluent writing, correct spelling and grammar
   b. Proper length
   c. Clear, easy to follow the train of thought

If a paper does not meet these criteria, it will fail.

Writing programs
Effective writing skills are essential for completing the assignments in this course. If you need assistance, visit Western’s Writing Support Centre: http://www.sdc.uwo.ca/writing/.

Note taking
Being effective at taking notes from your reading and from lectures is important: it enhances your long-term understanding of the course material (which may pay off later in your work) and increases your academic performance, including in the final examination. Some good tips for note-taking can be found on University of Winnipeg Professor Christopher Leo’s blog for February 12, 2006:

http://blog.uwinipeg.ca/ChristopherLeo/archives/2006/02/

(Scroll down to the section called TIPS FOR SUCCESSFUL NOTE-TAKING

Lateness and lateness penalties
You are expected to complete and turn your assignments in on time.

Here is an excerpt from the University’s policy on accommodating medical illness indicating the process and your responsibilities if you are seriously affected by illness:

The University recognizes that a student’s ability to meet his/her academic responsibilities may, on occasion, be impaired by medical illness. Illness may be acute (short term), or it may be chronic (long term), or chronic with acute episodes. The University further recognizes that medical situations are deeply personal and respects the need for privacy and confidentiality in these matters. However, in order to ensure fairness and consistency for all students, academic
accommodation for work representing 10% or more of the student’s overall grade in the course shall be granted only in those cases where there is documentation indicating that the student was seriously affected by illness and could not reasonably be expected to meet his/her academic responsibilities.

Documentation shall be submitted, as soon as possible, to the appropriate Dean’s office (the Office of the Dean of the student’s Faculty of registration/home Faculty) together with a request for relief specifying the nature of the accommodation being requested. These documents will be retained in the student’s file, and will be held in confidence in accordance with the University’s Official Student Record Information Privacy Policy. Once the petition and supporting documents have been received and assessed, appropriate academic accommodation shall be determined by the Dean’s Office in consultation with the student’s instructor(s).

Academic accommodation may include extension of deadlines, waiver of attendance requirements for classes/labs/tutorials, arranging Special Exams or Incompletes, re-weighting course requirements, or granting late withdrawals without academic penalty. Academic accommodation shall be granted only where the documentation indicates that the onset, duration and severity of the illness are such that the student could not reasonably be expected to complete his/her academic responsibilities. (Note - it will not be sufficient to provide documentation indicating simply that the student “was seen for a medical reason” or “was ill.”)

Whenever possible, students who require academic accommodation should provide notification and documentation in advance of due dates, examinations, etc. Students must follow up with their professors and their Academic Counselling office in a timely manner.

Documentation from Family Physicians and Walk-in Clinics
A UWO Student Medical Certificate (SMC) is required where a student is seeking academic accommodation. This documentation should be obtained at the time of the initial consultation with the physician or walk-in clinic. An SMC can be downloaded under the Medical Documentation heading of the following website: https://studentservices.uwo.ca/secure/index.cfm. Hard copies are available from Academic Counselling in the Faculties.

Documentation from Student Health Services
Students obtaining documentation from Student Health Services should sign a “release of information.”

This form authorizes Student Health Services to provide information to the student’s home Faculty. Release of information forms are available from, and can be arranged through, the student’s home Faculty Academic Counselling service.

Documentation from Hospital Urgent Care Centres or Emergency Departments
Students should request that an SMC be filled out. Students may bring this form with them, or request alternative Emergency Department documentation. Documentation should be secured at the time of the initial visit to the Emergency Department. Where it is not possible for a student to have an SMC completed by the attending physician, the student must request documentation sufficient to demonstrate that his/her ability to meet his/her academic responsibilities was seriously affected.
7 – Weekly schedule and required reading

The following four readings will be referred to throughout the course. Various chapters will be identified on the pertinent week.


**Week 1, September 14, 2010 – Introduction**

**Week 2, September 21, 2010 – Place & Health**

“Rural Phase Out”, April 21, 2004, Solomon, L, and letters to the Editor, National Post, Available at [http://www.ruralcouncil.ca/rural_phase_out_040421.htm](http://www.ruralcouncil.ca/rural_phase_out_040421.htm).


**Week 3, September 28, 2010 – What Makes it Rural**


**Week 4, October 5, 2010 – Economic Factors**

Chapters 1, 2 and 3 of *How healthy are rural Canadians?*


Week 5, October 12, 2010 – Health Human Resources in Rural


Week 6, October 19, 2010 - Critical Mass & Social Cohesion
Chapter 4.1 through to and including 4.3.3 of How healthy are rural Canadians?


Week 7, October 26, 2010
MID TERM EXAM

Week 8, November 2, 2010  Local Government, Populations

**SKIM:** Association of Municipalities of Ontario, website information on Municipal Government


**Week 9, November 9, 2010  Sociological Factors**


**SKIM:** Farm Safety Website : http://www.farmsafety.ca/

**Week 10, November 16, 2010 - Sociological Factors Pt 2,**

Chapter 2, “Defining rural poverty” and Chapter 3, “Trends shaping rural Canada” of Standing Senate Committee on Agriculture and Forestry. *Understanding freefall: the challenge of the rural poor.*

The Rural Perspective on Continuity of Care: Pathways to Care for Children with Emotional and Behavioral Disorders, Boydell, Katherine & Pong, Raymond, et al, CHSRF May 2004

Week 11, November 23, 2010 – US & European Experience & Approaches

Whitener, Parker, T. “Policy options for a changing rural America. 2007”. Available at
http://www.ers.usda.gov/Ambverwaves/May07SpecialIssue/PDF/Policy.pdf

Assuring Health Coverage for Rural People through Health Reform, Rural Policy Research Institute (RUPI), October 30, 2009 Available at:
http://www.rupri.org/Forms/Health_ReformSummary_Oct09.pdf


‘Rural Development 2007-2013” By Tom Edwards, prepared for the Scottish Executive, 29 November 2006. Available at
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/business/research/briefings-06/SB06-102.pdf

Week 12, November 30, 2010 - Local Experiences & Approaches
Chapter 4.4 to and including 4.5 of How healthy are rural Canadians?


“Rural Health Study in Waterloo Region, Final Report” 2004 prepared by Barbara Zupko, Judy Shearer and Kristina Vermeulen, Health Determinants, Planning and Evaluation, Region of Waterloo Public Health. Available at

http://www.socialplanningcouncilnnd.org/pdfs/publications/NDBLUEPAPERFINAL.pdf

**Week 13, December 7, 2010 – Last thoughts**

“The CANADIAN Rural Partnership” (Department of Agriculture and Agri-food Canada) at http://www.rural.gc.ca/home_e.phtml
